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144,000: 65 – Rebirth of Peace in the Middle East 
 

Enter your 12th step of regeneration. Picture yourself in the Y position, hands up to 

receive the descent of your light body, which is a blood-red ruby gem that is about 8-foot high, 

wide and deep. Feel this ruby lower into your cerebrum. When securely anchored, see it 

descend into your third eye. From there, it slowly travels down your spine, into each of your 

chakras, until it reaches your feet and the ground under them. You are encased in a ruby-red 

Christ gemstone that renews, revitalizes, rehabilitates and regenerates every part of you.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

Bask in your rebirth. Perhaps you experience it in some totally transformative way. On 

the other hand, your renewal may be much less dramatic: deeper peace; a greater sense that 

you are beloved of Spirit; a new realization of your uniqueness while feeling at-one with others; 

a new healing step. Remember that most of time, we have these so-called small renewals and 

resurrections, not overwhelming or miraculous or magnificent ones. Spiritual regeneration 

usually is a gradual, step-by-step, drop-by-drop dilation of Spirit over flesh.  
 

Regenerate 1,000 Elect in Oman, United 

Arab Emirates, Qatar, Bahrain, Kuwait. In your 

ruby-red light body, see yourself standing with your 

feet at the southern tip of Yemen (note the Y in its 

name). Radiate regeneration to the 1,000 elect in 

Yemen, Oman, United Arab Emirates, Qatar, Bahrain 

and Kuwait. Typically, when focusing on the Middle 

East, we give these 5 countries scant attention. They 

are the “least of these.” As we do unto these “small 

ones,” however, so we do unto the Christ. So, we see 

each of the 1,000 elect throughout these 5 nations 

being transformed by the renewing of their minds.  
 

Unite 12,000 Elect in the Middle East. Still standing in Yemen, reach out your hands 

and arms in front of you to receive a huge red ruby that is lowered into them. You, everyone in 

this network of light, and all of the 12,000 elect in the Middle East serve as one facet of this 

ruby. This etheric gemstone is so large that it encompasses all of the 12 nations or regions of 

the Middle East: Iraq, Jordan, Afghanistan, Uzbekistan-Tajikistan-Turkmenistan-Kyrgyzstan, 

Turkey, Iran, Syria, Saudi Arabia, Lebanon, Egypt, Israel-Palestine, and Yemen-Oman-United 

Arab Emirates-Qatar-Bahrain-Kuwait. The 12 are one throne of regeneration. 
 

Embedded in the ruby is the mantra: Love God and Love One Another. This divine 

love that is composed of all the 12 powers refreshes, revitalizes and regenerates all life in these 

12 nations. Let peace be reborn in the former Garden of Eden in the Middle East. So be it. 


